July 2, 2020

Patriotic Parades to Pop-Up in Lake Bluff on the 4th of July
There is not much that the COVID-19 pandemic hasn’t turned upside down in Lake Bluff this
year, including our beloved parade. The 110th Annual Lake Bluff Parade was canceled in April,
but ever since the parade committee has been planning alternative ways to celebrate our
community and country on the 4th of July.
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This year, the parade committee will bring the parade to you. Two patriotic pop-up parades,
which will include a parade marshal, a few decorated vehicles and two (smaller) bands, will
caravan through the neighborhoods of Lake Bluff on July 4th. The parades will step-off at
10:00am. One will head toward the east and the other toward the west. Pictured on the next
page are the parade routes that we plan to follow. Updates will be provided on Facebook
@LB4JulyParade.
Here are some things the Lake Bluff 4th of July Committee would like you to know:
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« Everyone is encouraged to wear their most patriotic apparel, with flags and/or pennants
in hand to cheer and wave as the parades pass by. If we are not going right by your house,
look for a spot along the route where you can be with your family at a socially-safe distance
from others. Please do not congregate in groups in the village as we’re doing this to avoid
crowds.
« We’d like everyone to help keep the Independence Day spirit alive in Lake Bluff. Paint
our village red, white and blue by decorating homes and front lawns in patriotic themes.
(And if you’re reading this on Thursday it’s not too late to enter our home decorating
contest—for details go to LB4July.org).
« While each pop-up parade is traveling an extensive route (which is expected to take

nearly 2.5 hours), please understand that we cannot cover all areas and will not be able to
travel down cul-de-sacs and particularly tight streets. Bear with us, we are doing our best
to keep the village’s 110-year-old tradition alive. Also, please consider not parking cars
along the pop-up parades’ routes to make it easier for us to navigate the streets.
« Our photographers will be riding along, hoping to capture Lake Bluffers—all decked out

in front of their decorated homes—on “film”. These images will help tell the unique story
of the 2020 parade in next year’s parade book.
« We will be passing out posters of this year's parade book cover at the Farmers Market
this Friday. Stop by for a poster and let us know if you have any questions about the popup parades.
« While we know that we will have fun with the pop-up parades, we are already looking

forward to next year, when packed parade routes, large patriotic front-lawn parties and
our 100+ units parade can be enjoyed and celebrated again. Until then, stay safe and be
well.
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Pop-Up Parade Routes – East and West Lake Bluff
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